On Monday, February 29, grandparent and relative placements are invited to come together at the Arizona State Capitol for our third annual “AZGA Day at the Capitol”

Many times, lawmakers and policymakers make decisions about our lives when they really have no understanding of what our day-to-day reality looks like.

It is our mission to make sure that every lawmaker understands the importance of supporting grandparent and relative placements, both through the DCS system and those caregiving arrangements made without DCS involvement.

Monday, February 29, from 9:30-3, will be a fun day for grandparents and relative caregivers from around the state to network, learn, and share stories.

This is a free event and lunch is included thanks to our lunch sponsor Arizona AARP. Registration is required. Please email centralazga@gmail.com for registration information.

Meet us at 9:30am for morning refreshments at the Arizona Capitol Museum, Old Supreme Court Chambers, 1700 W Washington in Phoenix. Our program will begin at 10:00am. Join us!

Hi from us! AZGA delegation arrived safely in Kentucky for the Community Leadership Institute Conference last October. Special thanks to Seeds of Hope, Neighborworks, Primavera Foundation, Children’s Action Alliance and the Center for Economic Integrity for sponsoring this trip.
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Arizona Grandparent Ambassadors

The goal of the Grandparent Quarterly Newsletter is to help grandparents and kinship caregivers increase overall effectiveness as community organizers and advocates.

AZGA support network celebrates its five-year anniversary by welcoming more and more grandparent and kinship caregivers members into our state-wide organizing effort!
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